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I completed my Ph.D. in Economics at Iowa State University in May 2016. My primary 

fields were agricultural economics, environmental economics, and natural resource economics. I 

am also particularly interested in behavioral and experimental economics, as described below. 

My dissertation studied the potential for ethanol to replace gasoline as a motor fuel 

among US consumers. Since 2007, energy policy in the United States requires increasing motor 

fuel consumptions of ethanol and other biofuels each year. Recently, the policy faced intense 

scrutiny by the conventional fuels industry, which claimed that the ethanol mandates were rising 

too quickly and meeting these mandates would soon be impossible.  

The vast majority of gasoline consumed in the United States is E10, which contains about 

10 percent ethanol. An alternative gasoline blend is E85, which contains about 74 percent 

ethanol. Consumption of E85 is restricted to motorists who drive flexible-fuel vehicles. My 

dissertation question was: Did E85 provide a feasible pathway for compliance with the 

expanding biofuel mandates, and if so, how low would the E85 price have to be to entice enough 

consumption? 

I began by studying E85 demand in Minnesota, the only state with substantial data on 

E85 sales. I analyzed monthly sales data from hundreds of retail fuel stations, and I found that, 

on average, consumers discounted E85 relative to traditional E10. I expanded my study by 

conducting an intercept survey of consumers with flexible-fuel vehicles at fuel stations that 

offered both E10 and E85 gasoline blends. The intercept survey captured actual fuel choices and 

included stated preference (contingent valuation) questions. 

I found that US consumers outside of California discount E85, and the price of E85 needs 

to be about 55 percent of the price of E10 before half of consumers with flexible-fuel vehicles 

will choose E85 instead of E10. Conversely, in California, more than half of consumers would 

choose E85 even if it were more expensive than E10. This result was surprising because E85 

contains 75 to 80 percent the energy content of E10. Prior expectations and policy estimates were 

based on most consumers switching fuels when the price ratio was near the energy ratio. My 

results show that the ethanol mandate is still feasible, but it will be more expensive to achieve 

than anticipated. 

I asked consumers if they thought either fuel yielded more miles per gallon, and if so, by 

how much. The majority of consumers knew that E10 yielded more miles per gallon than E85, 

and a large share knew the approximate energy ratio, either from their own experience or from 

other sources. During the interview, a minority of consumers who were purchasing the fuel that 

was more expensive on a cost-per-mile basis responded that their choice was not based simply 



on the prices of the two fuel options. By contrast, most of the consumers did not seem to notice 

the missed opportunity for cost savings. 

I also found that the spread of preferences was rather wide. Some consumers chose E85 

even when it was much more expensive than E10 while others chose E10 even when it was much 

more expensive than E85. Some consumers were unaware of E85 even though they were driving 

flexible-fuel vehicles, and some consumers were unaware of the energy ratio of the two fuels. 

But what was most interesting to me was the number of motorists who were informed and 

seemed to knowingly purchase the fuel that had the higher cost per mile. (In the survey, I did not 

present the actual energy ratio.) Because of this research, I now have a heightened interest in 

examining people’s actual behaviors, especially when they choose the more expensive option, 

seemingly contrary to their rational self-interest. 

My research achievements from my Ph.D. dissertation are captured in two manuscripts. I 

recently submitted one manuscript to the Journal of Environmental Economics and Management 

that analyzes the combined survey data of both revealed preferences and stated preferences to 

estimate willingness to pay for E85. Along with my co-authors, I plan to submit another 

manuscript to Energy Economics focusing on the peculiar sample-selection problem we 

encountered and our methodology to overcome it. 

My dissertation project has led me to become particularly interested in behavioral and 

experimental economics to explain why consumers might consistently make (seemingly) 

irrational choices and how we can nudge them toward better economic options. Toward this end, 

I participated in a workshop on methods in experimental economics in August 2016, in 

conjunction with the annual meeting of the Agricultural and Applied Economics Association 

(AAEA). I am continuing to explore theory and methods in behavioral and experimental 

economics in my current position as a Visiting Assistant Professor at Oberlin College. 

Specifically, I have the opportunity to explore various deviations from rationality with quasi 

(non-rigorous) experiments involving my Econ 101 students, and it has encouraged me to pursue 

experiments more formally in my future research. 

My next project is to look at my intercept survey data and compare the consumers’ 

beliefs about the energy ratio to the relative fuel price. I will identify which consumers are 

choosing the fuel that they believe is more expensive on a cost-per-mile basis and try to explain 

why. I have cooperated with fuel retailers before, and I plan to continue to work with local 

retailers while I am in Ohio to obtain data. I can use sales data to estimate the regional E85 

demand in Ohio, but I am more interested in the prospect of implementing actual interventions 

using experimental techniques at fuel stations to nudge consumers toward the fuel with the 

lowest cost per mile. Hopefully Oberlin’s Internal Review Board and the retailers will allow it. 

The aims of my future research are to combine behavioral economics and 

agricultural/environmental economics to support analysis of public policies, consumer choices, 

marketing techniques, and nudges. 


